
Petition to the Siting Board: John B. Rhodes, Richard L. Kauffman, Eric 

Gertler, Howard A. Zucker, M.D., J.D. & Basil Seggos re case 16-F-0559  
 
Soon you will make a decision about our fate - of the residents of the Towns of Windsor and Sanford. If you 

approve the incomplete and irresponsible application for the Bluestone Wind project, you will be willingly 

overlooking the lack of fair process and due diligence, and be part of a corrupt proceeding that railroads the local 

‘host community’, overstepping our interests for a questionable, unproven gain. You would allow Calpine, a rich 

corporation, to destroy an economically struggling community with a dirty, eagle killing energy facility that 

constitutes an environmental disaster and threatens the health of thousands of nearby residents. 

 

Are there potential ‘benefits’ of this project?? 

 

- Some temporary construction jobs for ‘out-of-towners’ and only 7 permanent jobs 

- Local PILOT money or tax revenue that won’t offset the loss in property values and property taxes;  

  you will kill the local economy that largely depends on farming, eco-tourism and trout fishing  

-  A very questionable contribution to CO2 emission reduction as the applicant has never proven that this project 

would bring such benefit: in fact, the wind is far from optimal here, the harsh winter will further diminish the 

efficiency, the years of construction burning fossil fuels, lugging up turbine parts on the hills with heavy 

machinery, the use of massive amounts of steel, fiberglass and rare earth metals, the mischaracterized wetland 

destruction, the CO2 emissions from the concrete production alone, the blasting, the cutting down of trees (16 

miles of roads alone!!), the permanent loss of habitat etc., etc. all resulted in the Broome Tioga Green Party to 

support our cause against this project. The DPS’s mission is to approve innovative energy projects while 

protecting the environment. This project does not fit that bill. 

 

What else is wrong with this project? We think ‘too much to mention’. But here are a few more points: 

 

- Secrecy. Calpine has kept the local residents in the dark about the scale and impacts until most opportunities for 

meaningful input had closed. There is a mandate in article 10 that the public parties must be given a chance to help 

build the record. The ‘stakeholders’ should be notified early on, so they can participate in the scoping phase and 

help decide which studies should be conducted, but Calpine did not notify adjacent residents. During the 

evidentiary hearing, ALJ Mullany acknowledged our ‘predicament’ of the resulting lack of time and resources to 

get “evidence” on the record but he did nothing to correct the situation.  

- Eagle Kill. The blatant cover up about the projected eagle kill. The proposed site is right in the middle of an 

unprecedented number of observed golden and bald eagles, both migratory as well as residential and wintering!!  If 

the governor knew how many Golden Eagles alone are projected to be killed by a risk model from USF&W – 

numbers that are still not publicly disclosed but run into the double digits – he’d know he has a huge PR scandal on 

his hands. The Audubon Society is vehemently opposed to this project as ‘the worst location in all of NYS’. 

- Human health. We should not be made Guinea Pigs. Negative health impacts from infrasound are real. These 

turbines can’t be this close to homes. Especially not these untested turbines that are almost 700 feet tall and that 

have never been built on land anywhere in the world. Irrefutable evidence is out proving harm!   

- Plummeting property values are also a proven fact! Local real estate agents are already losing sales and 

people already can’t sell their homes just because of the prospect of this project coming to town. There should be 

a state-mandated Property Value Guarantee for every wind project! 

- Corruption There are too many false facts in the record, including testimony from your own DPS staff. They 

totally misrepresent the public stance on this project and put words in the mouth of non-existent ‘supporters’. This 

is corruption. We need to be given more time for a proper rebuttal. 

 

CONCLUDING: We strongly oppose the recommended decision of the ALJ’s and demand that you defer your 

decision until the public has had the opportunity to build the record how this project does not comply with health 

and environmental standards and is NOT in the interest of the public. You will be complicit in the deceit of the 

public if you allow wind developers to get away with these practices. Wind projects cannot be built ‘at all costs’ 

and with the unreasonable burden on a host community without any compensation. This is undemocratic, 

unconstitutional, and illegal. Article 10 has taken away home rule and you open yourself up to a huge liability if 

you don’t give us, the local residents, a chance to properly and fairly defend our rights. You are failing in your 

duty to put the health and well being of the citizens first, …before profits of wind companies…. Before unproven 

quick solutions to the serious problems of the climate crisis that faces the world.  

 

 Signed:    Name:                    Signature & Town: 
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